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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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hombrazo
It can mean push or load caused by the shoulder.  Augmentative man, big man.

hombre gol
Soccer player who makes many goals on a computer, often without being front or steering wheel.  It is not necessarily a
gunner or water hammer, although they are synonymous, because at any given moment can be male goal a defense or
goalie, such as Jerry Mina or previously Rogério Ceni and Chilavert.  Scorer player, converter, top scorer.  ichichi,
Golden, goal scorer, ball gunner, scorer, ariete, converter.

hombre rana
It is a curious and little used to refer to a diver.  A person who moves under the water helped a team of compressed air
or oxygen.

hombres gol
It is a way of calling a goalscorer or football player who scores a lot of goals.  Colloquially they can be called a net
breaker or gunner.  Pichichi, golden booty. 

hombro
It is the external of the body of a man or animal part that corresponds to the joint that connects the clavicle and
humerus.  Part of the human body where the trunk meets the arm.  Part of the garment that runs from the neck where
begins the arm.

home federal savings
They are the words of the English language and mean House, federal, and savings on your order. The home Federal
savings.

homeopáticas
Plural of homeopathic.  It means related to homeopathy.  Type of substances drugs prepared by the infinitesimal dilution
of toxic or mineral substances in water or alcohol.  Etymologically, it means that they produce effects similar to a
disease.

homeostasia
In Medicine is the balance in the inner environment of the body, given in the endocrine and nervous systems.  It is
achieved by detecting changes and taking steps to compensate them.

homeostasis
It is also valid homeostats.  It means staying the same, in the same state.  They are all phenomena of self-regulation,
which lead to keep constant the composition and properties of the inner environment of an individual.  Maintain balance.

homeotermo
It means warm-blooded.  Blood temperature adjusted to the heat of your body, and refers to vertebrate animals and
especially mammals. 



homero
It is a male name of Greek origin that means the one who does not see (the one who is blind).  It also means garment,
warranty, hostage.  Name of the Greek poet, author of The Iliad and the Odyssey.  It is also one of the names that
receives a tree, which is also known as common alder, alder, poplar, black alder, smooth, panblando, pantierno.  Its
scientific name is Alnus glutinosa and belongs to the family Betulaceae.  In computing is the name of a Software that is
used for management in libraries and libraries.

homéricos
All matters relating to Homer or his works.

homiletica
homiletics is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Homiletics" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
homiletics.  It is the branch of theology that deals with the study of the Sermon or religious speech.  Analysis or
discussion of the homilies.

homínidos
It is the name of the family of the primates catarrhines able to walk on two feet, and erect, with good intellectual capacity
and skilled in the use of his hands.  It is the muteness of the Hominidae Word.  Animal family that belongs to the man
(Homo sapiens).

homo homini lupus
It is a Latin locution, meaning man is the wolf of men.  It means that the worst enemy of the human species is man
himself. 

homo vice
Vice is a magazine-style publication with news especially aimed at young people and much more specialized formats
such as Homo Vice which is aimed at the Gay world.

homofonas de haceros
Making yourself is a little-used, little-used inflection (Perhaps, it is only used in poetry.  .  .  .  .  )  .  Its homophones could
be: steels, plural steel (iron and carbon alloys), Steels is also a surname of Spanish origin; (plural of a television
program, called Asero) and Azeros, which is the name of a private American company dedicated to providing Integral
Health Services (it is called Azeros Healthcare and was created by Ronald Zoeller).

homogenea
The correct term is homogeneous (with accent).  It means that he keeps their conditions or qualities in its entirety or
integrity.   Partner, uniform, smooth, soft, similar, alike, balanced.

homogenidad
It is the quality that allows a set of things to be very similar or equal.  They have the same characteristics.  or the same
origin.

homología
It means kinship, relationship, affinity, similarity.  In biology it is the relationship of correspondence or affinity of several
different organisms but that have a common origin. 



homonota
It means on the back anyway.  It is a type of gecko, which belongs to the family Phyllodactylidae.  They are only found in
South America.

homopus
It means equal legs, with identical legs.  It is the name of a genus of turtles (the smallest in the world), which belong to
the family Testudinidae.  They are only found in Namibia and South Africa.  They are also called padlopers or Cape
turtles.  They are of the most trafficked species as pets, but they do not support captivity.

homoroselaps
It is a genus of venomous snakes in the family Lamprophiidae.  They are found in South Africa.  They are called spotted
snakes or harlequin snakes.  Homoroselaps, means very close or very proximal, adjacent or related to the Elaps or
Elapidae (venomous snakes).  Venomous snakes very close to or similar to elaspid ones.

homosigota
It is a term from biology and the correct term is homozygous, with c.  It means that it is a cell or embryo that was formed
from the union of two sex cells or alleles of the same gene connotation.  Homozigota.

homunculo
The correct term is a homunculus.  It means little man, small and weak man.  In science fiction, little man created by
scientists.

honda
It is a surname of Japanese soccer player.  brand of Japanese motorcycles and the name of a Colombian municipality in
the Department of Tolima.

honda y onda
Wave, mean ripple, wave, sinuosity.  Honda is a surname of Japanese soccer player and a Japanese motorcycle brand.
 Also Honda is a Colombian municipality in the Department of Tolima.  Honda is also a very rudimentary and old type of
weapon used to throw stones.

hondera
It's the same as spring, slingshot, rubber tapper.  It is a child's element or artifact, consisting of a piece of leather and
rubber strips.  It is used to throw small stones, in hunting birds or lizards.

hondo
It can mean deep, abysmal, low, unsinkable, background.  It can also mean intense, very strong.  Name of a border river
between Mexico and Belize.  Name of a Japanese locality belonging to Kumamoto.  Name that was previously given to
the Honshu archipelago and the main island in Japan. 

hondoa jota
It is not the Spanish, but the Basque phrase. It means " Stranded " " Damaged ".

hondonada
A place that is below the level of the surrounding area.  Hoya, ground bass, deep ground.  Depression basin, canon.



honduras
Plural of depth .  depth, bottom, chasm, abyssal, hollow.  Name of a Central American country, whose capital is
Tegucigalpa.  Name of a Gulf and a cape in that same country and on the Caribbean Sea.  Name of a ship of the
Argentine Navy.  The original indigenous name of HonduraHibueras or Higüerass was Weyimollan, which in the Nahuatl
language means place of the great stews.  By the conquerors it was called Nueva Extremadura.  It has also been called
Hibueras or Higüeras. 

honestas
Plural of honest.  It means spotless clean, intact, proofs, decent, honored, worthy, loyal, virtuous.

honestidad
It is the quality of people who actualize correctly.  Morals, ethics, decency.  Quality of being honest. 

honeycrisp
It is not a word in the Spanish language.  It is a word of the English language.  It means crisp honey.

hongouts
hongouts is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hangouts" being its meaning:<br>The term is misspelled. The
right thing is Hangouts. It is the name of an application developed by Google, instead of Google Talk. It is a
cross-platform Instant Messaging.

honistidad
The correct term is honesty. The quality of the honest. Composure, decency and moderation in people, actions, and
words. Diffident, modesty, urbanity, modesty. Honesty, decency, morality and purity.

honradez
It is the quality of the human being that manifests itself in respect to the good of others.  Integrity, probidez, honesty,
decency, dignity, loyalty, legality.

honrado
It means he's been treated with honor.  Venerated, respected, distinguished.  Also he has acted honestly.   Integrity,
probo, loyal, dignified, honest, decent.

honrados
Honest plural.  It means they are treated with honor.  Revered, respected.  People who act honestly.  Probos, loyal,
correct, decent, whole, honest.

honrarme
Respect me myself, me, ennoble, ensalsarme, worship me, worship me, praise me. Establish or prove that I deserve to
Excel above others in topic. Dame merits.

hooka
It's one of the ways to call a water pipe or slug.  It is also commonly referred to as narguile, narguilé, hookah or shisha. 
Device used to smoke tobacco .



hookah
It's another way to call a water pipe or slug.  It is also commonly called narguile, narguilé, hooka or shisha.  Device used
to smoke tobacco .  Smoking tobacco in a hookah is considered to be up to 100 times more harmful and addictive than
cigarettes.

hooked on jesus
Means caught by Jesus. It shows the blessing of being a Christian.

hookiado
It is a colloquial way of saying engaged, hired in the chicano language.

hooliganismo
Movement of the hooligans.  Disorder generated by passionate English fans, who usually get drunk, cause dismantling
and almost never enjoy matches.  Vandalism.

hootenanny
It is a type of party with popular music and open mics.  Type of participatory and popular concert.  P. e.  Music Rock or
Country.

hoplita
Name given to a soldier of the ancient Greek army (heavy infantry), who usually carried a small circular shield called
hoplon, to defend himself. 

hoplocephalus
You mean with a gun to your head.  It is the name of a genus of venomous snakes in the family Elapidae.  They are
endemic to Australia.

hoquixpil
It's a word of Nahuatl origin.  You mean boy, boy, boy.  young man, teenager.  It is synonymous with chilpayate.

hora del té
It is the exact time at which the English tend to drink tea and eat cookies.  It corresponds to the period from 3 to 5 pm. 
In Colombia we use the phrase " 34 tea time; to tell when it comes to the truth, when necessary, when due or is
required.  The peak, the most important, critical.

horca
Penalty or condemns death of the sentenced person to die hanged.  Instrument to hang inmates on death row,
consisting of a wooden frame which hang a rope with a noose.

horcajadas
It means sitting horqueteado or with your legs open.  Way to sit for horseback riding. 

horchata
In Maracaibo, Venezuela is a refreshing drink prepared with sesame seeds, sugar, ice and water.



horcon
The correct term is horcon, with tilde.  Strong u vertical Madero where tied the cattle in a pen.  Large jib.  Support or
wood in a building column.  In Colombia is also a boom or vertical madero large and thick, that sticks in the ground in
the middle of the stalls or paddocks.  Its purpose is to serve as a mooring or support in the tasks of livestock, Pitchfork,
Pitchfork.

horcón
It is a large and long, madero drive vertically in the ground.  It has the function of being mooring and support in the tasks
of livestock.  Boom.  Support or support of an anvil.  It is also the name of a town in the Region of Valparaíso.

horda
It is a group of people who go armed and without control.  that does not belong to the army.  Gang.  The community is
composed of elements that come together in a simple way with few social or religious ties.  Disordered and undisciplined
people group.

hordas
Group of people who moves with what they found.  It is the plural of Horde.  It is synonymous with clan, ethnic group,
tribe, troop, Flock, gang, caterva, gang, peat, mob, mob, fancied.

hordio
It is one of the common names given to common barley.  It is also called ordium, negrillo, malta, barley or crown.  Its
scientific name is Hordeum vulgare and it belongs to the Poaceae family. 

horee
horee is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Horee." being its meaning:<br>It means let spend hours, let the
time pass.

horizontes
What you see in the distance.  Plural of horizon.  Distance, distance, lontananza, border, background.  It is also the
prospects, future possibilities.

horma
It means mold , model , molding , template , design , module , example .  It can also mean wall, stone wall. 

hormeño
It is a surname of Basque origin.  It also exists without h .  It means that it is a natural of Huerméneces a municipality of
the Province of Burgos, in the Autonomous Community of Castilla León, of the Region of Odra-Pisuerga (Party of
Burgos).  There is also Huerméneces del Cerro which is a municipality located in the province of Guadalajara,
Castile-La Mancha.  It has almost no inhabitants. 

hormiga
Name of an extensive group of insects belonging to the family Formicidae.  It refers to the formic acid they inject.   No
eusocial insects.  They belong to the Order Hymenopthera (membranous-winged).  In Astronomy, it is the name of a
Nebula of the Constellation of Norma.  It is the name of a municipality in the Putumayo Department, Colombia.  It is also
known as Valle de Guamuez.  In Colombia, a very hardworking and constant person. 



hormigonar
It is the activity of applying concrete to a structure or construction.  In Architecture and Civil Engineering is to place in a
mold and put to fraguar , a mixture of water, cement, sand, stone and gravel.  Mix water, cement and aggregates, 

hormigón
It is an augmentative of Ant.  It is a very large Ant.  Bachaco.  It is also the name of a heavy-duty mixture used in
construction, which has cement, sand, gravel and water.  It is the name of a disease that attacks the bobinos in the
hooves and another disease than to some plants at the root.

hormigueros
Plural of anthill .  Name of ant nests.  Name given to some animals that eat ants, such as the anteater or some birds that
also eat them. 

hormiguillo
It means itching, tingling, itching, rascadera.  It is also an of the equine and bovine disease that causes that Helmets be
sprayed.  It is caused by excess moisture.  Loss of keratin by action of fungi.  Casquera.  Row or row to move materials
in an emergency.

hormona
In physiology it is a chemical substance that is secreted by a specialized cell, usually found in an endocrine gland.  It is
also known as the body's chemical messenger.  They travel through the bloodstream to the body's tissues and organs. 

hormuthia
It means dedicated to Hormuth, in honor of Hormuth.  Hormuth is a German given name for Hormuth Kopff, the wife of
August Kopff, a German astronomer.  Hormuthia is the name of an asteroid 805 

hormuthia-
It means dedicated to Hormuth, in honor of Hormuth.  Hormuth is a German given name and refers to Hormuth Kopff the
wife of August Kopff, a German astronomer.  Hormuthia is the name of an asteroid 805. 

horneada
It means roasted or baked.  It is a baking inflection, which means roasting or cooking in an oven.  It means something
was subjected to fire in an enclosed space.

hornilla
In Colombia stove, stove, stove, kitchenette.  Kitchen item to heat or boil.  It is usually small and uses fuels such as oil or
gasoline.

horno
It generates heat.  Enclosed enclosure that keeps warm and is used to roast things or bake them.  In Colombia it is also
used as a synonym for hot.

horogenicas
The correct word is orogenicas, no h and tilde.  It means relating to the origin or formation of the relief, with the folds of
the soil in the ground.  They have to do or are related to the orogeny.



horologio
It's a kind of foot watch.  It is a clock that allows you to know the time, according to the length of the shadow that is
projected on to the ground.

horometría
It is the science or art of measure and divide the time.

horonda
The correct term is simply, without h.  It means conceited, proud, vain, petulant.

horos
It was a mondo or sign made of stone, which was used in Ancient Greece to delimit the land or properties.

horqueta
Branch of the tree that is divided into two.  Fork of a branch or something.  Two-pointed stake.  Pitchfork.  In Colombia is
also the name of a beautiful Moor and Hill.  It is located in the municipality of Abriaqui (Department of Antioquia).  Hill of
Wye.

horquilla
Anomaly or defect of the hair, which causes dryness in the same .  It is characterized by the partition or division of the
tips.  Diminutive gallows.  Rod or stick that ends in two ends.  It is also a way to call the fork of a bicycle, where the front
wheel is supported.

horra
Cow that is not pregnant or produces milk.  A person who was a slave and attained freedom.  Free, exempt, unseasted. 

horrazkera
It is not the Spanish language but the Basque Word. Means hairstyle.

horrenbestez agur
They are in Basque words that mean goodbye, farewell.  Long goodbye or long farewell.  Farewell long and without
desires of splitting.

horrenda
It means that it causes horror, that terrifies.  It means horrific, horrible, very ugly.  Horrifying, creepy, sinister, frightening,
repulsive, terrible. 

horrendo
It means that it causes horror, that terrifies.  It means horrific, horrible, very ugly.  Horrifying, creepy, sinister, gruesome,
repulsive, terrible. 

horreo
It is more indicated hórreo.  It is a Latin word meaning barn.  Grain tank, grain cellar.  Troja, troj, clam.



horribilis
It is a Latin word meaning horrible, horrific, very ugly, terrifying, terrible.  It also means in Latin without fortune, of great
misfortune, unfortunate. 

horrible
It means very ugly, horrendous, which causes horror.  Terrible. 

horribles
Plural of horrible.  It means it's extremely ugly.  It means it causes horror.  Horrifying, ugly.

horripilantes
It means they cause horror, they are horrible, very ugly.  Scary, scary, creepy, hideous, impressive, shocking,
disgusting, disgusting.

horrisonas
The correct term is horreans, with tilde.  It means they cause horror with their sound.  They sound awful.  They produce
a hellish or dreadful noise.

horrizonos
The correct term is came or wiser. It means that they produce a noise that causes horror. Gloomy noise from beyond the
grave. Warble, terrifying...

hortelana
Person who grows vegetables.  Person who grows in an orchard.  Person who exercises horticulture.  Name of a bird in
Spain .  Its scientific name is Emberiza hortulana , which belongs to the family Emberizidae.  It is also called a scribe. 

hortelano
Man who grows in an orchard, person who grows and produces vegetables.

horticultor
Person who grows vegetables.  Person who grows in an orchard.  Person who exercises horticulture. 

horticultora
Person who grows vegetables.  Person who grows in an orchard.  Person who exercises horticulture.  Woman who
grows in an orchard, who grows vegetables. 

horto
In Galician and Portuguese it means orchard.  It is also used as a prefix in the same direction. 

hoscamente
It means with surly treatment manner or form very surly.  To say that it is so unfriendly, intractable, dry, surly, rough,
threatening, Stern, sullen, frowning,



hosco
It means arus, squeal, unfriendly, dry, adusto.

hosear
The correct term is hocear (with c) or root.  It means making holes with the snout, referring to pigs or wild boars.  Osear,
h and s, is hunting bears or hide in burrows or caves during a game.

hospiciano
It means orphan, abandoned.  Person who is in a hospice or hostel.  You are in an asylum.  Inclusero, guacho, exposs .

hospicio
Hospice stands for shelter, amparo, orphanage in Colombia.   It is a place where they will receive and people
abandoned or needy, especially children or the elderly are addressed.

hospital
It means sanatorium or nosococum.  Place where the sick stay or intern to be cured.

hostia
Offered in sacrifice, victim of sacrifice.  It is the piece of bread or a small circular olea made of wheat that is used in the
Mass to consecrate it and then give it to the faithful and the officiant in communion.

hostilidades
It means assaults, confrontations, fighting, attacks and war.

hostilidadesmilitares
Attacks using the army, armed attacks.

hot
It is an English language word meaning hot, hot, warm.  High temperature. 

hota
Or jack.  It is the name of a traditional Spanish dance.  It is also the name of an agavaceae plant for medicinal uses.  It is
used as a coagulant.

hotel
It means hostel, lodging.  Site where accommodation is provided to travelers.  Hostel, inn, accommodation . 

houngan
In Creole language is the way to call an officiant, shaman or priest of voodoo rituals.  It is especially used in Haiti.  In
feminine Mambo (priestess) is used. 

housing
It is a word of the English language meaning accommodation, accommodation, housing, lodging, covered. 



howto
HOWTO, or How best to, are English language and computer jargon terms. It means " how to make "... In essence are
simple and precise indications to run something. In Spanish is us enough to say " As ".

hoy
Now, this moment, this day, current moment, present.  Name of a Televisa morning television program.  Name of a song
by Jamby El Favo.  Name of a Spanish newspaper in Extremadura.  Name of a newspaper in the Dominican Republic. 

hoy es el onomástico de juan
It means that today is the date of birth of John.  Today is the birthday of John.

hoya
Plain or flat part surrounded by mountains.  It means basin, depression, concavity or hollow.  It can also mean tomb,
tomb, pit, tomb.

hoyanco
It means hole, pit, wound, bache, poza, sinking damage along a path.

hoye
It is an inflection of remains.  It means making holes for planting a crop.

hoyo
It means hole, hole, drill, hole, pit, trench, pothole.  Drilling where the ball is embedded in the golf game.

hozadura
It is the name given to the footprint or sign left by wild boars or pigs, after sniffing in search of food.  Hollows, holes. 

hozar
It is the action of opening holes in the ground with the muzzle.  Characteristic activity of wild boar and pig, consisting of
digging into the ground with its snout in search of food. 

hórrido:
It means it causes a lot of horror.  It means horrendous, dreadful, terrible, horrific. 

hp
It is short for Horse Power.  It is also short for Hewlett Packard, the name of a high-tech U.S. company.  In Colombia it is
short for the major insult.

html
In computer science it is the code used for web pages.  Translates HyperText Markup Language.  Basic component of
the web. 

huaca



It is a word of Quechua origin meaning tomb, tomb, burial.  Guaca or waca can also be used.  Sacred and cult site to the
dead. 

huacales
crates is incorrectly written and should be written as "In Colombia we say crates" being its meaning:<br>The crates and
crates, are frames of wood that are used to pack and protect delicate products which are sent as remittances, there are
crates or crates to protect animals, especially pets.  Vessels. In Mexico say you Huacal tree Totumo, whose scientific
name is Crescentia cujete of the Bignoniaceae family and tell him crates the fruits, the gourds or calabashes.  It has
origin the word Huacalli of the Aztec language.

huacatay
It is the name of a peppermint-like plant.  It is used as a condiment and is also medicinal.  Its scientific name is Tagetes
minuta and belongs to the Asteraceae family.  it is also known as chinchilla, amorseco, floramar, asnayuyo, suico,
quinchihué, wild chamomile or American mint.  

huachacote
It is one of the common names given in the State of Morelos in Mexico, to a tree, which is also known under the name of
guachacote (Morelos), nance, nanche and nacerol (Chiapas), manzanita or manzanito (Jalisco), nanche's Mount.  Its
scientific name is Mexican Malpighia, of the family Malpighiaceae.  It is an endemic Mexican species.  It has fruits at
drupa, acids, edible.

huachicol
In language Náhuatl means red, red, red.  It is a way to call on Mexico to an adulterated liquor or smuggling or also, a
type of fuel stolen and altered.

huachicolero
In Mexico, person who trades with smuggling liquor or adulterated.  It is also a thief of fuel or you adulterous them to
market them.

huaco
It means grimace, which has no teeth, toothless.  Piece of pottery from The Andean cultures.  It is a surname of
indigenous origin in Peru and Ecuador. 

huaiño
It is the name of a musical genre and a typical dance.  typical of the Andean Zone (from Chile to Southern Colombia).  It
is also called huayno and huayño.  The word in ancient Aymara means trot. 

huaipe
Raw is the same as mops, Frays, or yarn. They are coarse cotton fibers. They used to absorb fats especially on smooth
surfaces. Also used fill in cushions and small crude spill cleanups.

huaje
Huaje, guaje, hediondilla, forage acacia, leucaena, zarzilla, liliaque, guaslim are common names that referred to the
plant Leucaena leucocephala which belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It is native to Mexico.



huajó
It is one of the names of a plant of the family Marantaceae.  It receives other common names: Peguajó, Pehuajó,
Platanillo, Caporuno.  Its scientific name is Thalia geniculata.  In Argentina it is the name of a stream in the province of
Corrientes.

huajó o caporuno hoja de queso
They are several of the common names given to the plant of the family Marantaceae, Thalia geniculata.  In Colombia we
call it banana.

hualca
Gualca is also used.  In southern Colombia and Ecuador, it means necklace, especially if it is stones or chaquiras. 

hualputra
It is one of the common names of a legume and fodder plant.  It is also known as clover wheelbarrow, dry alfalfa, cart,
cart, merga, honeyeat, bee.  Its scientific name is Medicago polymorpha.  It belongs to the Fabaceae family. 

hualusa
It is one of the common names of a plant of edible tubers.  It belongs to the family Araceae.  It is also called ocumo,
yaro, malanga, quequequeque.  Its scientific name is Xanthosoma sagittifolium.  Its leaves and stems have a spicy
taste.  

huambisas
The Huambisas is an indigenous community in Peru who live in the Peruvian Amazon provinces of Condorcanqui and
the Datem del Marañón.  Their language is Humabisa, derived from the Jivaras languages.  Also say them Wampis,
Guampis or Guambisas.

huambra
Huambra is a word used in Ecuador and means child. In Colombia we say Guambito or guipa.

huana
One of the ways of Mexicans call the marijuana. Apocope of marijuana. Marijuana chopped and mixed with a bit of
Hash.

huanacaxtle
It is one of the common names of a tree.  It is also called guanacaste, orejero, kidney ear, caracaro, corotú, piñon de
oreja, parota, pich, Its scientific name is Enterolobium ciclocarpum and belongs to the Fabaceae family. 

huanca
It is a word of Origin Quechua meaning stone.  Name given to the Quechua language spoken in the Province of Junín,
Peru.  Name of an Inca people who inhabited the Provinces of Concepción, Huancayo and Jauja, in Peru.  It's also
called wanka.  Name of a monolith that is located the Main Square of Huancayo. 

huanuquea
It means relative to Huánuco, which belongs to Huánuco.  Huanuqueña .  Huánuco is the name of a city, a district, a
province and a department in Peru. 



huaorani
It is one of the names given to an indigenous people in the Ecuadorian Amazon.  They are also called Waoranis,
Ushiris, Avijirias, Waodani or Sabela.  In a derogatory way Aucas . 

huapango
The huapango or guapango is a very cadence dance type originating in Mexico.  It is characterized by a strong heel on
the board.  It is also called huasteco.  The word huapango is of Nahuatl origin and means wood or wooden or tree
board.

huarache
The correct term is huarache or guarache.  In Michoacan, Mexico, you mean sandal.  Very simple footwear formed by a
leather plant and a neckband of the same material.  Duty Plow Skid.  It is also a kind of food or dessert.  Craving or
Pasaboca.

huarache}
The correct term is huarache or guarache.  In Michoacan, Mexico, you mean sandal.  Very simple footwear formed by a
leather plant and a neckband of the same material.  Duty Plow Skid.

huarachicuy
It was the name of the graduation party of the Inca men entering to the imperial army, that was also called the feast of
men or the feast of trouser, feast of the courage.   " Month of the great festival of the Sun and Great Lord " that it
amounted to our month of December.

huarique
Warique is also used.  It's a word of Quechua origin.  It means in Peru, stew poorly prepared or decomposed.  Food not
to be consumed.  Food that can cause you stomach problems.  By extension restaurant of very poor quality or asepsis .

huarmi
It is a word of Quechua origin that means woman, wife.  Warmi .  In Spanish it is also the name of a toxic plant of
medicinal uses.  It is also called caángay, caápetay, chiva, lilac flower, dog grass, Santa Lucia grass, hemostatic herb,
manrubio, mastranto, mentastro, niambu, sesumpate, teat or yerba de chino.  Its scientific name is Ageratum
conyzoides and belongs to the Asteraceae family. 

huarmillita
Diminutive of Huarmilla or huarmiya, quechua word meaning good woman who cares well for your children and your
home.

huasa
It is a small carnivorous animal.  It is one of the common names receiving the dog or puppy of monte.  It is also called
nocturnal monkey, night monkey, cusumbi, Kinkajou, hammering, mono michi, cuyuso, cusumbo, olingo, mico León,
cuchicuchi.  It is located in the forests of Central and South America.  Its scientific name is Potos flavus and belongs to
the family Procyonidae.  It was also the name of an ancient Chilean indigenous people and is a way of calling the
peasant and mestizo population.

huasaí
It is one of the common names that has a palm tree with edible fruits.  It is also called asaí, murrapo, azaí, murrapo,



manaca, naidí.  Its scientific name is Euterpe oleracea and belongs to the family Arecaceae.   Its fruits are very
nutritious. 

huasamandrapa
Guasmandrapa is also used.  In Peru and some parts of Ecuador and in a vulgar way, it means penis, male sex organ. 
On colombia's Atlantic Coast and in the same vulgar way, guasamayeta or mondá are used.

huasanga
In Mexico is a kind of son huasteco, own of the State of Veracruz, where is trova and are known as coplas.  It is the
name of a song performed by Café Tacuba.  There is another song called de La Guasanga performed by Tlen Huicani. 
In Peru is a surname of Amazonian indigenous origin.  In Quechua, guazanga, huasanga, or wasanqa, it means
unfaithful, adulterous.

huascas
In Colombia huascas or better even guascas is the name of some herbs for culinary use.  They are the special
seasoning of Ajiaco, typical dish of bogotano.  Its scientific name is Galinsoga parviflora.  Sometimes it is also called
galinsoga, birdie.  In Peru they call it pacoyuyu and in Argentina wild basil or seatilla.

huasipichay
It is the opening party of something, especially a house or new home.  Brand new.  It is a term Ecuadorian and South of
Colombia.  .

huave
It's the same as a.  Name of a Mexican indigenous people based on the isthmus of Tehuantepec (Golfo and Costa de
Oaxaca).  It is also the name of the language they speak.  It is an isolated language spoken by an indigenous people of
Oaxaca, in Mexico.

huaya
It is another way to call the mamoncillo in Puerto Rico and Mexico.  They also call him guaya .  It is the name of a tree
and its fruits.  The scientific name of the tree is Melicoccus bijugatus and belongs to the family Sapindaceae.  It is also
known as mamón, anoncillo, mojón, guaya, maco, cojoncillo, chupalotes, guaretones, mamalón, chupones, güevillos,
guayo, limoncillo. 

huayas
Plural of huaya .  Name of the fruits of a tree, from the family Sapindaceae, in Mexico and Guatemala.  We also know
them as suckers, mamoncillos, quenepas, mojones, guayas, macos, chupalotes, talpas.  Its scientific name is
Melicoccus bijugatus.  They are dangerous to be consumed by children in the absence of adults.

huayco
It is a word of Quechua origin that means avalanche, landslide from a slope saturated with water, in the form of mud. 
Guaico and huaico are also used.  It is also a way of calling a gully or a large crack in the ground caused by heavy and
sporadic rains. 

huayna
It is a Word in Quechua language meaning Young.  It is the name of a summit in Peru.  It is part of the Salcantay massif.
 It is better known as Huayna Picchu or Wayna Picchu (full name).  In Quechua it means Young Mountain and is



compared in importance to Macchu Picchu (Old or Ancient Mountain).

huayno
It is one of the common names of a class of wading birds.  They belong to the family Rallidae and the genus Fulica. 
They are also usually called water cocks, coots, taguas, chocas or gallaretas.  Another way to call them is tinguas or
calamones.  In Bolivia it is also a typical musical áire and a dance class. 

huayño
It is the name of a musical genre and a typical dance.  typical of the Andean Zone (from Chile to Southern Colombia).  It
is also called huayno and waynu.  The word in Aymara means trot. 

huayta
Huayta is incorrectly written and it should be written as Huayta ( it is noimbre own ) being its meaning:<br>It is a
surname of Indian origin in the Peru.  In Quechua the word Huayta means flower.

huazmol
In Mexico, especially in Puebla is the name of a typical dish, consisting of a sweaty or cooked lamb or goat.  Goat stew. 
It is also called huaxmole, hip mole. 

hucia
You want to say that it has the support or confidence.  That you trust that person, which is legit.

huckelberry
The correct term is huckleberry which in English means blueberry.  It is also used as a male given name.  Name given in
North America to several plants of the family Ericaceae and their fruits.  Main character of the novel, The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn, by writer Samuel Langhorne Clemens, better known as Mark Twain.  Huckleberry was also called
Huck.  Name of an anthropomorphic dog, protagonist of a CBS television show called "The Huckleberry Hound Show". 

hud
HUD is an abbreviation and a computer term meaning Head-Up Display.  This translates Display or read head up, it is
the same as status bar.  It is used in video games to keep the player informed about the development of their game
(score, lives, new resources, etc.).

huebra
Work or daily task of a peasant.  Tract of land that prepares a worker in a day.  Fallow.  In Spain, is the name of a river
in Salamanca.  It is also the name given to the team by the waiter, and the pair of mules that are rented for a day. 
Jugerum.

hueca
It means empty inside.  Regarding the voice, it is deep and rumbling.  It can also mean vain, smug, frivolous.

hueco
It means hole, hole, drill, hole, pit, trench, pothole.  Hole.  A place where the miscreants or thugs gather.  A hole where
the ball is pocketed in the game of golf, which is also more often referred to as a hole. 



huecuvu
He was a genius of evil, who was dedicated to destroying everything man did or making him sick so he couldn't work.  It
is also called huecuvu a valley where harmful plants and weeds proliferate, which usually sicken livestock and especially
horses.  They call the disease a nocu.  It is part of the myths and legends of Chile.   .

huehuetl:
It is a type of tube-shaped drum used by the Maya.  Pre-Columbian percussion musical instrument used in
Mesoamerica.

huejote
It is one of the common names given in Mexico to a tree, also known as ahuejote or Willow.  Saús or Sauz.  Its scientific
name is Salix Bonplandiana and belongs to the family Salicaceae.  The Huejote is also the name of a Mexican locality in
Zacatecas.

huejotitán
huejotitan is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Huejotitan; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Huejotitan
is a municipality of Chihuahua in Mexico. The word is of Nahuatl origin that means place of Willows.

huejotzincas
Name given to the subjects of Huexozint or Huejotzíntz.  They were also called tochos, who were an indigenous people
who inhabited what is now Ahualulco, ? Jalisco towards the end of the 1500s (16th century).  The word as such of
Nahuatl origin means small willows, saucitos, small willows. 

huele
It is an inflection of smell.  It means that it emits or expelling a scent, a fragrance, a scent.  It is synonymous with sniff,
squinting, pry, oliscar, vent, perceive, notice, warn, exhale, emanate, investigate, browse, suspect, sense.

huelges
It is an inflection of idle.  It means rest, relax, stop working.  Devoted to leisure, to perecear, to do nothing.

huella
A mark that leaves the finger pulp on any surface.  A trail or mark left by a person, animal, or thing when stepping on or
passing through a place.  Footprint, vestige, mark, track, clue. 

huelqueme
Huelqueme or Huelquén is a word of Mapuche origin and means beautiful sunrise, beautiful sunrise, dawn, aurora.  It
also means renewed, rejuvenated.

huelveña
It can be relative to Huelva, Spain.  Oriunda de Huelva (can also be used onubense or shock. 

huenollanca
It is a surname of mapuche origin.  There is also Huenollan.  It exists in Chile, Bolivia and southern Peru.  Mean green
stones from on high, allegedly in reference to olivine, jade, emeralds or even copper ores (aulinos or greenish).  In
language Mapudungun Hueno or huenu means of high and llanka is green stone, beadwork.  Jade necklace.



hueñi
It is a Word of Mapuche origin meaning child, infant.  This word is used in rural Chile, especially among peasants.

huerca
You mean infant.  Person in childhood, childhood.  Young boy, teen, immature.  This term is used as well, in Mexico.

huerco
In Mexico it means child, infant, foolish, naughty, restless.  Also in Mexico they say gerco.

huercos
It is a way of calling in Northern Mexico children or infants.  Kids.  They also call them warriors.

huerfanos
The correct term is orphans, with tilde.  It lacks parents.  People who have deceased parents.

huerta
Small area of land that is dedicated to home farming or bread catch.  Usually vegetables and vegetables are planted. 
Land cultivated by the gardener. 

huesa
Excavation or pit to bury a corpse.  Pit, tomb, grave, tomb, hole, digging.

huesear
It means begging, begging, scavenging food in garbage cans.

huesitos
It is the plural of bone and a diminutive of bone. In Colombia is the way loving call a friend skinny, slim.  Skinny.  When
used in a derogatory manner mean stunted, skeletal.

hueso
Bone tissue .  A rigid organ that is part of the endoskeleton .  In Medicine and Anatomy, it is a living tissue that makes up
the skeleton of the body.   Merchandise that is difficult to trade. 

huesos
You mean osamenta, skeleton.  Plural bone. 

hueste
Group of people followers of something or someone, members of an army or a troop.  Detachment, picket, droves,
followers, peat.  Also, some ground powder, flour.

huesudo
It means skinny, slender, thin.  That it has a lot of bones.  That it lacks meat and fat people. 



huesudos
They show the bones, they have little flesh.  Plural of bony .  It means skinny, starving, skeletal, malnourished.

huevera
Container where to put warm eggs (soft-boiled or boiled), shaped Cup or glass.  Vessel usually cardboard where eggs
are transported.  A set of eggs in training and development in fish and birds.

huevo
Egg.  It is an element of reproduction of many living beings, that when it is already fertilized contains an embryo and is
called a Zygote.  Cell base of life.  Reproductive element of vertebrates such as fish, frogs, amphibians, birds and some
mammals called monotremes.  It is also the form of reproduction of the insects.  Testicle, Roe, cojón.  Plural ( 41 eggs; It
stands for courage, courage, bravery.  In Colombia the expression " it has egg " It means that you there's nothing of
reason in what he says.  The expression " vale egg " in Colombia it means that it is not worth anything, that what he
says has no validity, of interest, negligible.

huevohuero
Broken egg or egg began to hatch, no embryo.  False pregnancy or pregnancy where the embryo SAC develops only. 
Anembrionario.

huexolotl
It is a word of Nahuatl language, means big rooster, gallipavo, domestic Turkey. They also say Turkey. There are only
two species of Turkey: the Turkey common or domestic ( Meleagris gallopavo ) and the Kuts, Wild Turkey, Monte
Turkey or Turkey Oceolado ( Meleagris ocellata ). In Colombia we call them Piscos.

huey colhuacan
Huey colhuacán is incorrectly written and should be written as "Colhuacán or Colhuacán" being its
meaning:<br>Colhuacán or Colhuacán was the first settlement or Manor Toltec established on the Western tip of the
peninsula of Iztapalapa in the Valley of Mexico.

hueya
It is the name of a company that provides products of biosafety.  It is dedicated to supporting the user cyber abuse.

huélfago
In Veterinary Medicine is the name of an animal disease characterized by difficult and hectic breathing.  Asphyxia.

huérfano
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of former Millonarios player, whose full name is Christian
Camilo Huérfano.  He currently plays for Patriots.  Qualifier given to those who lack their parents.  It also means without
shelter, helpless, alone, abandoned.  It also means foundling, lacking, private, devoid. 

huéspedes
It is the plural of guest.  A person who is temporarily hosted in a home or in a hotel.  Room in which the visitors or guests
staying.  Guests, guests, hosted, visits, visitors, guests, pupils and passengers.

hugo



It is a name of Germanic origin male and means "he who has great spirit".  Intelligent, bright and witty.  It has variants
Hugh (English) and Hugues (French).

huicapa
Huicapa, guicapa, but better still wikapa is a Word from the Quechua language.  It is a word in quechua language that
means throwing something away, throw away it or jump over an obstacle.

huicho
Huicho is incorrectly written and should be written as "Huicho, guicho" being its meaning:<br>To say elegant, cachaca,
well-dressed. They also say guicho in Mexico. It was a character from show business in Mexico.

huicholes
It is the name that is given to the indigenous group or ethnic majority of Nayarit in Mexico.  It also tells huichol language
of the Wampanoag.  Also called the wixárikas or wixaricas.  They inhabit the Sierra Madre Occidental (Nayarit, Jalisco,
Zacarecas).  .

huida
It means escape abrupt displacement, escape, evasion, output, abandonment, estrangement.

huila
In Mexico it can mean crippled, helpless.  In Colombia it is the name of a department whose capital is Neiva.  Name of a
snow-capped mountain in the Cordillera Central in Colombia.  Name of a Province of Angola, the African country . 

huila
In Mexico it can mean crippled, invalid, who cannot walk.  In Colombia it is the name of a Department and its capital is
Neiva.  Name of a snowy volcano in Colombia of the Cordillera Central.  It is also one of the common names given to
the female of a small carnivorous mammal of the family Procyonidae.  It is also known as cacomiztle or cacomistle,
cacomixtle, chicón, mico rayado, goyo, huilo, güilo and siete rayas.  Its scientific name is Bassariscus astutus .  In the
Nahuatl language cacomixtle means half lion or half feline.  It is omnivorous and nocturnal.  In Quechua language it
means orange and in Paez language, it means luminous mountain. 

huilcado
It means provisional, mending tissue rough and ordinary.  Threading, darning, weaving, baste with large threads and
without much care.  Patching.  The term is used in Chile.  The huilcado is a patch with ordinary tissue.

huilcoyos
Plural de huilcoyo .  It is a kind of vegetable with which salads or soups are made.

huilén
It is a name of woman of mapuche origin and means spring (the beauty of the flowers).  In Argentina is the name of a
clandestine laboratory of traditional medicines and medicinal plant.

huilhuil
It means clothes dirty and torn, ragged, ragged, ragged, descuajaringado or descuajeringado.  Term used in Chile. 
There is also Huilo Huilo, which is the name of a biological reserve in Chile, in the Region of the rivers.



huilo
It is a small carnivorous mammal of the family Procyonidae.  It is also known as cacomiztle or cacomistle, cacomixtle,
chicón, mico rayado, goyo, huilo and siete rayas.  Its scientific name is Bassariscus astutus .  In the Nahuatl language
cacomixtle means half lion or half feline.  It is omnivorous and nocturnal.  It also means womanizing. 

huilón
It means fugitive, escaped, escaped, deserter.  A person who flees.  Fugitive, escapee.

huilte
It means tender coyoy, coyoy stem or coyoy regrowth.  In Chile it is one of the common names of a brown algae, which
is also known as kollof, coyofe, coyoyo, coyoy, cachiyuyo, cochaguasca or cochahuasca.  It's edible.  Its scientific name
is Durvillaea antarctica.  It is very rich in Iodine. 

huina
In Chile they say huina, guiña, yaw or huina Wildcats, colorado cat, cat grasses or colocolo.  Its scientific name is
Leopardus colocolo and belongs to the family Felidae.  Montuno cat, wild cat.

huinca
In Chile, it means that it is not genuine or pure mapuche.  It refers to the Conqueror, to the invader, the thief, who came
from afar.  By extension it refers to white, non Mapuche Chileans, Argentines (or Creoles) or mestizos.

huincul
It is the name of a large geological fault in Argentina.  Huincul or Plaza Huincul, is the name of a city of the Patagonia
Argentina.  The word is of Mapuche origin and means small mountain, Hill, mound, Hill, Hill.  It is an oil area.

huiña
The huiña or yaw is a mountain cat.  a medium endemic feline of the southern South American Pacific (Peru, Chile and
Argentina).  It is also called red cat.  The word yaw, huina or better still-wina is a mapuche word that means that it
changed of dwelling, that turned purple, red.  For Chileans, the Word also means opportunistic, thief.  Its scientific name
is Leopardus guigna and belongs to the family Felidae.

huipala
Whipala is also valid.  It is the name of a square flag, made up of grids ordered in diagonal stripes with the seven colors
of the rainbow.  It is a symbol of the inclusion and respect of Native American cultures.  It is the representation of the
multinationality of peoples.  The word is of Aymara origin and means "triumph that waves with the wind"

huirachocha
Also called Guiracocha, Wiracocha or best Viracocha, Viracocha was the great creator Dios de los Incas. Supreme
maker of the Inca people.

huisache
It is also possible to use huizache .  It is a word of Nahuatl origin.  It comes from Huizatli (or huixachi), which means
thorny, which has thorns.  It is also the name of a Mimosaseae plant, which serves to obtain ink with its tannins.  Its
scientific name is Acacia Farnesiana.  It is also known as arumbari, huechachin, aroma, cascalote, colita, tanner's bark,
divine thorn or sacred thorn, hawthorn, maroma, wichacin and vinorama.  In Guatemala it is a way to call a lawyer of
poor quality or without a degree.  Tinterillo . 



huitzilopchtli
huitzilopchtli is incorrectly written and should be written as "Huitziloxitl or huitziloxitli" being its meaning:<br>It is not a
Spanish language but of the Nahuatl word. The correct way is huitziloxitl or huitziloxitli which means balm, ointment,
resin, rubber, plaster, medication, soothing, perfume, aroma, fragrance, comfort and relief.

huitzilopochtli
In the Mexica language, it means left-handed hummingbird.  Mexica Sun God.  Always moving with our hearts.  Name of
the main deity of Aztec culture.  He was the god of war, a solar invocation and patron saint of the Mexica. 

huixtocihuatl
huixtocihuatl is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Huixtocihuatl." being its meaning:<br>Huixtocihuatl or
Uixtochihuatl ( in nahuatl: huixtocihuatl, huixtotlan huixto, huixtotlan; cihuatl Lady, Lady )? Aztec mythology is the fertility
goddess who presided over salt and salt water. Sahagún put it as a sister of the Tlaloque, which unfortunately was
among them, they pursued and they banished her to the salty waters, and there invention salt, in the way that is now
made with jars, and pile up the land; and by this invention they honored it and adored that dealt with salt;

huizachal
It means place where there are many huizaches.  Huizache is one of the varieties of tree of acacia that exist in Mexico
and Central America.  Forest of acacias.  Its scientific name is Acacia publensis and belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It
is also called huitzachin, uitzachin Huitzache is also a surname in Mexico.  Huitzachal is also the name of a Mexican
village in Aculco, State of Mexico.

huizache
It is also possible to use huisache.  It is a word of Nahuatl origin.  It comes from Huizatli (or huixachi), which means
thorny, which has thorns.  It is also the name of a Mimosaseae plant, which serves to obtain ink with its tannins.  Its
scientific name is Acacia Farnesiana.  It is also known as arumbari, huechachin, aroma, cascalote, colita, tanner's bark,
divine thorn or sacred thorn, hawthorn, maroma, wichacin and vinorama.  In Guatemala it is a way to call a lawyer of
poor quality or without a degree.  Tinterillo . 

huizaches
Plural of huizache .  It is also possible to use huisache.  It is a word of Nahuatl origin.  It comes from Huizatli (or
huixachi), which means thorny, which has thorns.  It is also the name of a Mimosaseae plant, which serves to obtain ink
with its tannins.  Its scientific name is Acacia Farnesiana.  It is also known as arumbari, huechachin, aroma, cascalote,
colita, tanner's bark, divine thorn or sacred thorn, hawthorn, maroma, wichacin and vinorama.  In Guatemala it is a way
to call a lawyer of poor quality or without a degree.  Tinterillo . 

huizapol
Another of the common name of the grass is puna or grass of salitral.  It is also called Huizapole, pork, salt grass,
zacahuistle hair.  The scientific name is Distichlis spicata and belongs to the family Poaceae.  This grass is native to
America, and is found from Canada, to Argentina.

hulahula
In Colombia is a simple game for children, consisting of spinning a ring, with a rhythmic movements of the waist.  It is
also a typical dance of the Hawaiian Islands.

hule
In Colombia it means rubber, plastic.  It is one of the common names given to the rubber tree.  gomero or syringa.  Its



scientific name is Castilla elastica or Ficus gummifera and belongs to the family Moraceae.  The word has Nahutal
origin.  

huma
Huma is a woman's name. Variant Uma. It is of biblical origin and means nation, people.

humahuaqueño
It means native to Humahuaca.  It is the name of a City and a Department in Argentina, belonging to the Province of
Jujuy.  Related to Humahuaca, or residing in Humahuaca.  Name of a song of Argentine folklore, performed by Los
Nocheros.

humanocéntrica
It is a type of tendency or doctrine, in which the human species is defended as a center or primordial element to protect
in nature.  Basically its premise is "the most important thing of nature is the human being".  It is difficult to accept, given
that we are part of nature and cannot be independent of ecosystem interactions.

humanoide
Similar to the human-shaped robot.

humanos
All beings belonging to the species Homo sapiens. It refers to everything that is related to the man. A person who is
supportive with their peers. Rights of men. Caring, compassionate people.

humareda
A large amount of smoke generated by a campfire or fire.  Profusion of smoke. 

humaredas
Plural of smoke.  Quantities of smoke.  Smoke or chimneys which produce campfires.  Smoke, humerus, humaza,
humazo, fumarada.  Burning.

humaya
It can mean big river or mighty river.  In Nahuatl it means "place of rubber or rubber trees on the banks of the water". 
Name of a town or sector of Culiacán, in Mexico.  Name of the Cemetery of Culiacán . 

humaza
Large amount of smoke generated by a campfire or fire.  Profusion of smoke . 

humboldt
Humboldt is incorrectly written and should be written as "Humboldt ( is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Naturalist
named Alexander von Humboldt German origin surname ( He had several other names: Federico Guillermo Enrique ). 
Institute in Colombia which has the function to study and protect the Fauna Colombian.

humbra
humbra is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Umbra" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is umbra. It is a



Latin word which means shadow.

humectante
It means that you hold or retains moisture.

humedal
It is an area of land, usually flat, whose surface is flooded permanently or intermittently.  Chucua, swamp.  A shallow
body of water that can be permanent or intermittent (usually caused by flooding and stormwater sludge).  Aquatic
ecosystem of great environmental importance. 

humedecerse
It is the action of applied water or something wet in a dry area.  Wet, wetted, spray, soak up, embed, watering, spraying.

humidifier
It is a word in English meaning humidifier.  Nebulizer.  A device that serves to increase the humidity in the environment.

humificar
In Agriculture is the process of adding humus or natural fertilizer to the soil.

humillar
It means subjecting to derision or humiliation.  Shame, offend, dishonor, offend, offend, affront.  It can also mean
completely somerter, defeat, beat, defeat. 

humillarte
It is an inflection of humble. Means be ashamed, confused, offend, dishonour, deal, insult, mortify, ' t wrong, hurt,
submit, overcome, defeat, Stomp. Lowered.

humita
It is the name given in Peru to the corn involved.  They also tell them huminta in Peru and Bolivia.  In Colombia we say
wrapped or corn muffins.  In Ecuador is called also choclotanda and chumal.  In the Andean countries is wrapped in the
leaves of the corncob, there are several ways to prepare them, but they are usually corn mill and in some cases slightly
seasoned.

humíllate
It's a turning point in humiliating or humiliating.  It means apocalysting, getting confused, bending over, embarrassing,
prostrating yourself. 

humos
Himos is the plural of smoke.  They are synonymous with smoke: Gases, vapors, aires, plumes, clouds, mists, puffs,
mists.  Also pride, arrogance, haughtiness, vanity, fantocheria.

humv
In Spain and in Medicine HUMV is an acronym, which corresponds to the University Hospital Marqués de Valdecilla. 



hunahpú
In Quiche language, it means that of the blowgun, the one used by blowgun.  It is also possible to use Junajpu.  Twin
God of the Popol Vuh .  He was a mythological character of the Maya.  He was the son of the god Hun-Hunahpú and the
young Ixquic and is the twin brother of Ixbalanqué.  Also the name of the twentieth day of the calendar of the Quiche
culture, which was the most venerated day of the ancients and equivalent to the Maya Ahau, Great Lord or Chief, and
the Nahuatl Xóchitl, flower and sun, symbol of the sun god or Tonatiuh.  Name in astronomy of a star belonging to the
constellation Crater. 

hundirse
It means dive, wreck, capsize, drowning, going to pique, fall, crumble, break, ruin.

hungaria
It is the name of a symphonic poem composed by Franz Liszt.  Concerning Hungary.

hungría
Land or region of the Hungarians.  Magic Territory.  Name of Central European country whose capital is Budapest . 
Name of a musical album by Chilean Daniel Alejandro Riveros Sepúlveda, better known as Gepe. 

hungurahua
It is most widely used without h.  It is one of the common names of a Palm which grows in the Amazon basin.  Its
scientific name is Oenocarpus bataua and belongs to the family Arecaceae.  Also receives the names of unguragua,
seje, majo, seje palma, palma milpesos unamo ungurahua, pataba.

hunor
Name of one of the mythical hunter brothers of the Hungarian people.  He was Magor's brother.  Name of a star in the
constellation Hercules.  It has also been dubbed HD 147506 or HAT-P-2, by astronomers.  

huorani
It is the name of an indigenous people living in the east of Ecuador in the northwestern part of the Amazon Basin, they
are also called Waorani, know, Auishiri, Auca or WAO.

hupsipule
It's another of Hypsipyla's accepted names.  In Ancient Greece, she was a queen of Lemnos, an island located in the
Aegean Sea. 

huracán
In Meteorology, it is the American name for a rotating tropical storm of enormous proportions.  It has very strong winds
and torrential rains.  This phenomenon occurs in the Caribbean Sea between 10 and 20 times in the second half of each
year, with varied intensities.  It is also the name of an Argentine football team, based in the Patricios Park of the city of
Buenos Aires.  There is Huracán FC in Montevideo, in the Paso de Arena neighborhood.  In Colombia there was a very
famous fighter named Huracán Ramirez, was of Mexican origin and his full name was Daniel García Arteaga.  In Maya
mythology it was the name of the god of fire.

hurgar
It means digging, remove what is inside a cavity with your fingers or any object.  By extension it can mean snoop
around, rubbernecking, gossip, meddle.



hurí
According to the Qur'an, she is a maiden of great beauty and virgin who accompanies in paradise good souls.  Name of
woman of Arab origin .  It means beautiful and pure.  In Paraguay and Argentina means young person.  Name of a
Colombian song, popularized by Garzón and Collazos.  It has aisle rhythm and its author is anonymous.  It's part of
Tolimian folklore.

huro
It is another name that receives a fish from fresh water, also called bass perch, largemouth or black bass.  Belongs to
the family Centrarchidae and its scientific name is Micropterus salmoides.  It is also the name of a small lake in the
Chatham Islands in New Zealand.

hurón
It is the name of a small carnivorous mammal of the family Mustelidae.  It is a subspecies of the turon that was
domesticated about two thousand five hundred years ago to hunt rabbits.  Its scientific name is Mustela putorius furo. 

hurrero
A person who is engaged in launching vivas and cheers at any public or political event.  Instigating, agitator, animator.  It
is used in Paraguay,

huruk
Huruk, with h, is the name of a musical instrument of percussion of the family of membranophones or drums.  It is
elongated, with thin bases and high-pitched sound.  It is also often called hurukka or hudukka.  Uruk, without h, is the
name of a city of ancient Mesopotamia located on the banks of the Euphrates River, in the area of marshy land.

husha
It means hidden and quiet site, cache, hiding place.

husmear
It means snooping, researching, investigating, curious.  Try to acquire information in a disguised manner.  gossip.  It can
also mean smelling, sniffing, venting. 

huti
They are also called Huzi.  It's the name of a Yemeni ecnia.  This is also called the members of a predominantly Zaidí
Shiite guerrilla, who call themselves Ansarolá (Supporters of God). 

hutong
It means alley, alley, long and narrow street, often dead end.  It is a term of Chinese origin. 

hutú
It is the name of an African étnia that is majority in Burundi, Republic of the Congo and Rwanda.  It is a high percentage
are Catholic and speak the Bantu language.

huye
It is a turning to flee. It is imperative to flee. It is order escape, leave, get away, escape, slipping, leave, leave, disappear
is.



huyuya
It means wild person, arisca, fearful, afraid, asutadiza.  It is also one of the common names of a duck of colorful and
bright colors (green plumage, gold, black and white).  It is also called joyuyo, duck Carolina or Florida duck.  Its scientific
name is Aix sponsa, which belongs to the family Anatidae.  In Cuba it is also a kind of painful sting ant.  Runaway ant or
runner.

huztlán
It is a way to call in Mexico some red or black fruits of trees and bush esbushes, which are cherryed, round, fleshy and
red, black or purple.  They are edible and prepare juices, juices, sweets.  Usually in the mountain are consumed by
birds.  They are of slight sour taste and of very varied origin : they are of the genera Ardesia ( Family Myrsinaceae ) ,
Eugenia ( family Myrtaceae ), Mutingia ( family Mutingiaceae ), Prunus ( family Rosaceae ) and Vitex ( family Lamiaceae
).

hwv
It is usually in music an abbreviation.  HWV is Handel's Index or Catalogue of Works (German: Handel Werke
Verseichnis). 

hybris
In Greek Mythology, personification of Punishment, considered as a consequence of pride, the excessiveness of
arrogance or the transgression of the limits established by the gods.  Arrogance, excess, excessiveness, arrogance,
transgression, exaggeration.  Hibris is also used.  Name of one of the asteroids ( 430 ) . 

hydrocleys
Means for water lock, key.  that you do not let pass water.  It means also that the pistils of the plants have clubbed
shape.  They are aquatic plants in the family Alismataceae.  Many live submerged.

hydromorphus
Etymologically means that it has water shape or figure.  It is wet, it stays wet.  It is the name of a genus of snakes
(non-poisonous ofidioses) in the family Dipsadidae.  It is found in Central America and Colombia.  They are
semi-aquatic, live in humid forests, flood zones and close to streams.  There are only 2 species (H .  concolor and H. 
dunni).

hydrophis
It means water ofdium, aquatic ofidio or water snake.  Sea snakes or sea snakes.  It is the name of a genus of very
venomous and marine snakes.  They belong to the family Elapidae .  They belong to the subfamily Hydrophiinae .  The
Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean are located.

hygiea
Higía is also used.  She was the goddess of healing, cleansing, healing, healing, health, in Greek mythology.  She was
the sister of Telésforo, Yaso and Panacea, she was the daughter of Asclepius (Esculapio, the god of medicine) and
Lampecia.  It is equivalent to the Roman goddess Salus.  It is also the name of an asteroid of the asteroid belt. 

hylofilia
It is the excessive attachment to material goods or material things. 

hymenolepis



It means membranes with scales.  It is the name of a genus of platelmints céstodos in the family Hymenolepididae . 
They are a class of small tapeworms, which are usually parasites of rodents (rats and rabbits) and humans.  They're
usually called dwarfs.

hyper
Hyper is a term in English that means nervous, upset, hyperactive.

hypsilurus
It means he lives aloft.  It is the name of a genus of iguanas in the family Agamidae.

hypsipyla
It is the name of a genus of insects that belongs to the family Piralidae .  Its larvae are very harmful to cedar and
mahogany trees.  They are known as sweepers or drillers.  In Ancient Greece, she was a queen of Lemnos, an island
located in the Aegean Sea.  It was also called Hupsipule.

hypsipyle
hypsipyle is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hypsipyle or Hypsipyla" being its meaning:<br>It is the English
version of Hypsipyle.  Was Queen of Lemnos, in the ancient Greece.  He had two children with Jason.  Hypsipyla
grandella is the scientific name of the drill of the Meliaceae ( Mahogany and cedar trees ).  Hypsipyla is a genus of
Lepidoptera harmful for wood, called them boring or piercers.

hypsiscopus
It means he explores aloft.  It is the name of a genus of snakes in the family Homalopsidae.  They are found only in the
Sulawesi Islands and Southeast Asia.

hyracotherium
It means Hyracoterio.  Name of an extinct mammal.  The word means beast reskindly to a daman.  It is considered an
ancestor of the current horse.

i
It is a letter of the Spanish language, which we also know as i de puntico or i Latina.  It's the ninth letter of our alphabet. 
Symbol of the letter iota in the Greek alphabet.  Name of the third vowel.  Chemical symbol of iodine.  In Physics,
symbol of inertia.  Number one in Roman numbering.  First person, personal pronoun in English.  In Music, the name of
a Norwegian band, a musical album by Chilean Alejandro Silva and a song by Taeyeon. 

iacobi
It is a word of Latin origin and means Jacob, the male name of Hebrew origin and meaning protected by God or
protected by God. 

ianthe
In Greek mythology the name of a woman, daughter of Telestes who married Ifis.  Ifis was born a child and was the
daughter of Teleusa and Ligdo.  Ligdo wanted to have a male and had sworn to kill his daughter if he was born a girl. 
Teleusa with the help of the gods hid the birth of the girl and always raised him as a boy behind Ligdo's back.  On the
day of the wedding Ifis was transformed into a man with the help of Isis and Juno. 



iba
Inflection of going, which means moving from here to there, moving away, walking.  Name of a new song by Alejandro
Sanz. 

ibaguereño
It means from Ibagué, Musical City of Colombia and Capital of the Department of Tolima.  Resident or related to Ibagué
. 

ibargüen
It is a surname of Spanish origin (Vasco).  It is very common in the area of Urabá, in Colombia.  It means of the shore, of
the limit of the riverbank, limit of the plain.  Last name of a great Colombian athlete, named Caterine Ibargüen Mena who
was Gold Medal in Triple Jump in Rio 2016. 

ibarreña
It means born, resident or related to Ibarra.  It may refer to Ibarra, a city of Ecuador in the Province of Imbabura, or the
Spanish municipality of Guipúzcoa Province in the Basque Country.

iberoamérica
It refers to the territory that comprises all of America and the Iberian Peninsula.  It is usually used to relate
spanish-speaking countries. 

iberoccidental
It means that it is from the western region of the Iberian Peninsula, from western Spain and Portugal.  It is an add-on in
the name of a species of bird called a palustre scribe.  Variety of palustre scribe found on the brink of extinction.  Its
scientific name is Emberiza schoeniclus lusitanica and belongs to the family Emberizidae .  It is believed that only about
110 couples remain.  Critically endangered species of palustre scribe according to ornithologists. 

iberofonía
It refers to the condition of speaking the languages of the Iberian Peninsula, that is, Spanish and Portuguese.  Although
different, they are usually comprehensible to each other.  It is presented in more than 30 countries. 

iberolacerta
It means Iberian lizard.  Iberian Lizard or Iberian Peninsula.  It is a genus of lizards that are endemic to the Iberian
Peninsula.

ibes en tocsel
It is a stew prepared specially in the Yucatan Peninsula.   Food made with ground pumpkin seeds, are and chives
scrambled everything in a pot are cast stones for cooking.  Tocsel or toksel is a Mayan Word.

ibias
They are a kind of tubers of the Andean region, grown more than 8000 years ago by our ancestors.  They are similar to
the cubios and the rubas.  They are the basis of the famous stew.

ibicenco
It means relative to Ibiza, the Spanish city.  Born in Ibiza, an island of the Balearic archipelago, in Spain.  It is also the



name of a dialect spoken in Ibiza, which is a linguistic variant of Catalan. 

ibildibe
It is not the Spanish language but the Basque Word and means riding, walks.

ibiña
It is one of the common names of a medium-sized bird of prey.  It belongs to the family Falconidae ( falcons).  Its
scientific name is Phalcoboenus chimango.  He lives in the Southern Cone of South America.  It also receives orthos
common names, such as: caracara chimango , tiuque , chiuque , triuque , triwk . 

ibis escarlata
It is one of the common names for a wader.  It is also known as cider, cider red, guara, Scarlet Ibis, red Scarlet Ibis.  Its
scientific name is Eudocimus ruber and belongs to the family Threskiornithidae - the Scarlet ibis is the national bird of
Trinidad and Tobago.

ibzán
According to The Holy Bible, it was the name of an Old Testament Judge.  He was born and died in Bethlehem.  He was
Jephthah's successor.  It means illustrious.  It is used as a male name (Hebrew origin and means illustrious). 

icaco
It is the name of a tree and its fruits, typical of the Caribbean basin.  grows in the marshes and brackish water's edge
next to the mangroves.  Its fruits in Colombia very delicious sweets are prepared.  Its scientific name is Chrysobalanus
icaco and belongs to the family Chrysobalanaceae.

iceberg
It is the name given to a large mass of ice that breaks off from a polar cap and floats adrift in cold seas.  Translate ice
mountain. 

icetiana
It means relative to Iceta, which is typical of Iceta.  refers to Miquel Iceta Llorens, a Catalan politician, who was the first
secretary of the Catalan Socialist Party (PSC). 

icetiano
It means relative to Iceta, which is typical of Iceta.  It refers to Miquel Iceta Llorens, a Catalan politician, who was the first
secretary of the Catalan Socialist Party (PSC). 

ichona
It is the name of an agricultural tool, which is used for mowing cereals.  Sickle, sickle, echona.

ichu
It is the type of vegetation found in Puna or in the Andean highlands of southern Peru, to northern Argentina.  It is the
name given to the pastures of that area, also known as haystack or pajonal.  Straw, straw.  The word is of Quechua
origin.



icnita
It is called an icnita a plantar footprint.  They are usually fossil footprints found in strata stone.

icono
It means image, effigy, picture.  It can also mean signal.  sign.   Representative, distinguished, relevant, important. 

iconodulia
In Religion it is the Veneration of sacred images.  Iconoty can also be used. 

iconografía
Study of images depicting important characters.  saints or very special subjects.  Set of images, their study and analysis
representing a character, a tradition or a subject.  Description or study of icons.

icopor
It is a foamed plastic material used in Colombia.  The Colombian industry of Porosos, makes it that is called ICIPOR. 
Known as EPS, it is expanded polystyrene.  Used in packing delicate items and dishes, trays and disposable
mini-fridges.  Each country has different names.  In Spain he is said Corchopan, in Plumafon Ecuador, in El Salvador
Durapax.  The best qualities of this product are the resistance and very low weight.

icotea
It is also called hicotea, jicotea or orange-eared turtle.  It is one of the names of a freshwater turtle and swampy terrain. 
Its scientific name is Trachemys callirostris and it belongs to the family Emydidae.  It is widely consumed in northern
Colombia during Lent and Holy Week.  

icónico
Relative to an icon, signal, image, or effigy.  That is representative, that stands out among others.  Representative,
emblematic, symbolic, distinctive.  relevant. 

ictericia
It means paleness, yellowing of the skin.  In medicine, it is the yellowing of the skin caused by the increase of bilirubin in
the blood by liver dysfunctions.

icticola
It means related to fishing or fish.  Fish.  Farming or rearing fish in ponds, aquaculture.

ictiofobia
It is the name given to the aversion to fish or fish. 

ictofago
ictofago is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Ictofago; with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>It means that you
eat fish.

ictofago
ictofago is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Ictofago; with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>It means that you



eat fish.

icuitlapan
It is not a Spanish language but of the Nahuatl word. The correct term is Icuitlapam ( m ) It means spine of a book.

idc
They are initials used in medicine. They correspond to Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator ( 41 ICD; In English. In
Spanish is cardioverter defibrillator Implantable ( DCI ). It is an implantable device in the body and is capable of
cardioversion and desfibrilizaciones.

ideam
In Colombia it is a state entity attached to the Ministry of Environment.  It stands for Institute of Hydrology, Meteorology
and Environmental Studies.  It is responsible for the management of scientific information and statistics related to
hydrology, climatology and meteorology.  It also makes early warnings in those same aspects.  

ideática
You mean woman with fixed ideas.  Obsessive.  Maniac, Idiática, extravagant.

ideferente
ideferente it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Indifferent" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
indifferent. It means that does not care about the result or the perception of something or someone. Complacent,
apathetic, disinterested, carefree, insensitive, selfish.

idelfonso
It is a male name of German origin which means very skilled in combat. 

idemnidad
Having the quality of undamaged.  It means unharmed, intact, unharmed, whole, full, healthy, immune.  That did not
suffer damages or affectation.  It was a victim of injuries.

identificativa
It means that it helps to identify, that the purpose is to provide identification, which manifest who is.  Refers almost
always to a plate, passport or identity document that has only a number and a code.  It can also be a plate, fence or
warning of an informative nature.

ideomorfo
Pictorial representations of prehistoric art. Abstract characters from prehistoric drawings. pictorial representation of an
idea or a scene.

ideorio
Chronicle with several ideas.

idéntico
It means that it is the same, twin, exact, namesake, alike, similar, equivalent.



idiai
It is a term of late Greek and Latin origin meaning individual, particular, private, personal.  Antonym of public, general . 

idilio
It is a feeling affectionate, intense and temporary.  Flirting, amour, courtship, romance, courtship, flirtation, adventure.  It
is also a poetic manifestation of bucolic character.

idioma
A sign system that a community uses to communicate effectively.  Refers to written or oral signs.  Language , language .
 Way of talking about different cultures or communities. 

idiosincrasia personal
Idiosyncrasy is the way of being and thinking of a person, which makes it unique and different from others.  Individual
behavior.  What makes us unique ( even cloning US )

idiota
A person who suffers from idiocia (mental disorder that is characterized by many mental deficiencies).  That you suffer
from idiocy, lacking of mental faculties.  A person who causes discomfort or inconvenience others for his way of being or
acting.

idioteces
Plural of idiocy.  Acts performed by an idiot.  Acts that lack sanity or reasoning.  Stupidity, nonsense, nonsense. 

idiotizar
It means to turn into an idiot, to turn foolish or foolish, to slobble, to dumb down. 

ido
In Colombia it means crazy, insane or also distracted, inattentive, self-absorbed. 

ido o hido
The right thing is gone.  Past participle of go.  It is an inflection of go.  Hido in the Spanish language is not accepted.

idoladrada
idoladrada is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Idolized" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is idolized.
It means adored, worshipped and loved with much devotion.

idolatría
Excessive, vehement love for someone or something.  Worship or veneration of idols or objects.  Paganism, totemism. 

idomito
idomito is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Indomitable" being its meaning:<br>I think that they wanted to tell
indomitable. This means that you can not be Taming, not you can tame, which is wild and cerrero, which cannot rule. It
is surly, unruly, close-minded, ibex, bagual, bravo, fierce. Indomitable, rebellious, stubborn, unruly.



idóneo
It means that it meets the conditions necessary or required.  It is suitable and competent, which is optimal for a job,
function or purpose.  Ideal, appropriate, adequate, useful, convenient, competent, skilled, skillful, trained, fit.

idumea
Name of an ancient region near the Dead Sea.  It means red soil.  It was located in the Levant Mediterranean, south of
Judea and the Dead Sea.  it was populated by Semites. 

idumeo
It means native of Idumea a region populated by Semites and located south of the Dead Sea and Judea. 

iduna-
Name of a club in Stockholm where a meeting of astronomers was held in 1877.  Name of an asteroid 176 . 

igabunun
It is a word used in voodoo and Santeria rites.  It is mostly an invocation and translates "Come" or "Come to me." 
Come. 

igentes
igentes is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Ingentes" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is huge. It
means after a very big effort.

iglú
It is a type of housing that eskimos make with blocks of ice. 

igminiosa
igminiosa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Ignominiosa" as meaning:<br>The term proper is ignominious.
With ignominy. Disgrace, dishonor, dishonor, disgrace, mancilla, infamy, abjection, indignation and outrage. Dismal.

ignado
Consumed by fire, burned, incinerated.  Scorched by fire, charred.  It is also a male name, meaning fiery, fiery.  It has
Latin origin. 

ignaro
It means ignorant, uneducated, lacking culture and knowledge, Brute, beast, illiterate, profane. 

ignimbrita
It is the name of a volcanic rock produced in the collapse of eruptive columns.

ignífugo
It means it protects from the fire.  That rejects or avoids combustion.  That does not burn or ignite.  Firemen's coveralls
and car runners are made of fire retardant material.



ignomia
ignomia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Disgrace" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is shame.  It
means disgrace, dishonor, shame, shame, outrage, mancilla, infamy, abjection.

ignominia
It means affront, humiliation, derision, opprobrium.  Mockery or affront that is made in public.  Serious offense against a
person's honor. 

ignomioso
It means very offensive, shameful.  disgraceful, dishonorable, infamous, unworthy, abject, rude, disrespectful, vulgar,
vulgar.

ignomioso
It means very offensive, shameful.  disgraceful, dishonorable, infamous, unworthy, abject, rude, disrespectful, vulgar,
vulgar.

ignorancia
It is the lack of knowledge, skills and abilities.  It is due to lack of study, dedication and lack of experience.  Condition
and quality of the wise or knowledgeable. 

ignoto
It means that it is not known.  It means unknown, secret, ignored, incognito.

igualada
In Colombia is a person who adopts an attitude of familiarity and confidence that has or has not been given.  Familiar,
abusive and overarching.  In sports, it is score draw match, tie, matching the marker.  In Spain is a town and a city in the
province of Barcelona (Catalonia).

igualapa
The correct term is Igualapa.  It is the name of a Mexican town in the State of Guerrero.  Its name comes from the word
Nahuatl Iuhualapán which means " Arrived to the place where there is water " or " Already came to the place where
there is water ".  It has subsequently been accepted as meaning " 34 messengers River;.

igualito
In Colombia it means identical, equal.  Diminutive of equal . 

igualmente
It means in the same way, in the same way.  In Colombia it is used as an expression of final farewell and means I wish
you the best, that I wish the same, that you do very well. 

iguaraya
In Colombia it is the name of a fruit and the plant that produces it.  It is also known as cardón guajiro.  It is of the family
Cactaceae and its scientific name is Stenocereus griseus.  The plant is made up of elongated pencas and therefore its
scientific name that means candle or candle.  It is similar to the pitahaya but the inner part of its fruit is red.  It develops
in very dry climates (Xerophytic).  It is cultivated especially by the indigenous people of the Wayú ethnic group. 



iguazu
Iguazu is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Iguazu" being its meaning:<br>The name of a beautiful waterfalls
located in the tri-border of Paraguay, Argentina and Brazil.

iguá
In Colombia it is one of the common names of a leafy tree.  It is also known as guachapelí, guachapele, guachapel,
tabaca, naumo, nauno, bean.  It has hard and resistant wood.  It belongs to the fabaceae family and its scientific name
is Pseudosamanea guachapele or also Albizia guachapele.   . 

iguin
It is the name of one of the competing finalists on the competences of routines or dances of street that makes Red Bull
over the past years.

ijada
It means the side of the animals, the side of the thorax, below the ribs.  Flank.   The space in the lower abdomen
between the false ribs and the hip.  It is also a way of calling the underside or belly of fish.  

ijar
It means side of animals, side part of the chest, under the ribs.  Ijada.

ijares
It is the name given to the sides or sides of the belly, They are located between the ribs and the hip. 

ijka
In Bogotá is the name of a real estate agency.  Internationally it stands for the International Japan Karate-Do
Association. 

ijuepuerca
ijuepuerca is incorrectly written and should be written as "Hijuepuerca, juepuerca" being its meaning:<br>The right must
be Hijuepuerca or juepuerca. Abbreviated form of Hijuepuerca. Common expression in the region of Santander in
Colombia, which is usually used to denote surprise or shock. It is equivalent to huy or WOW.

ikasi
It is a word in Basque language that means learn.

ikat
It can be indifferently the name given to the fabric produced or also to the technique of production of fabrics, by means
of an artisanal fabric.  They are fabrics that are then dyed or dyed by special ties.  Within these fabrics and techniques is
the Rona de llengües, traditional in Mallorca.  The term ikkat can also be used. 

ikatza
It is not a word in the Spanish language. Ikatza or Ikatz, are words of the Basque language. Mean machine-made
charcoal, charcoal, Grill, blight.



iki
It is the acronym for a dependency and a project of the German Ministry of Environment.  This is the "Internationale
Klimaschutzinitiative" which translates "International Climate Initiative".  In Chemistry is the representation of Lugol or
dissolution of lugol (potassium iodide in distilled water), which is a derivative of Iodine, which is used as disinfectant and
antiseptic.  It is also used as a reagent for iodine testing in medical analysis.  In Japan it is the name of a locality, of an
island and was also the name of a Province, which today is Nagasaki Prefecture.  It is the name of a supermarket chain
in Lithuania, which in your language means "see you later" or "see you soon".

ikkamitik
ikkamitik is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Ikka Mitu" being its meaning:<br>The right thing is Ikka Mitu
and in Estonian means many still. There are quite a few.

ilacas
Also known as HomeFront, ilakas, tangled or milpa tomatico tamales.   There are tamales or ttorillas of maize in the
region of Totonacapan in Mexico.

ilachento
The correct term is yarn.  It means you present or have yarns.  yarn fabric that with use forms loose strand fringes.  Of
threads or loose strands.  With yarns.

ilama
It is the name of an indigenous people and their culture, which inhabited Center of the Valle del Cauca Department in
Colombia.  It is also one of the common names of the tree Annona macroprophyllata and its fruit, also called that
Cherimoya or anon and that belongs to the family Annonaceae.  In language Náhuatl means old, old.

ilcha
Young woman who has not had children.  It is a term used in Chile and of Mapuche origin. 

ilegible
It means that you can not read.  It's an unintelligible script.  Scribble, indecipherable, incomprehensible, unintelligible,
fuzzy, unclear.  That is not understood, is not clear.

ilerda
It was the Roman name of Lleida, which officially in Catalan is Lleida.  It was the ancient name of Lleida.  Name of a
battle between the army of Julius Caesar and that of Pompello the Great, in the year 49, during the civil war.

iletrado
It means that he lacks knowledge, that he does not know how to read or write.  Illiterate, ignorant. 

ilex paraguariensis
It is a tree plant in the Aquifoliaceae family.  He is known by the common names of the Jesuits grass, grass and the
Paraguay Guarani is Ka '' to.  But global is better known as Yerba Mate ( although as I said before it's not a grass or
grass but a tree )

iliatenco



Iliatenco is a Mexican town, founded in 1866.  It is a Mexican municipality that has 12 years of founded.  It is in the State
of Guerrero and means " River birches in its 34 banks;.

ilión
Name of an ancient Greek city in Epirus.  It was better known as Troy and in Hittite it was called Wilusa.  City of Anatolia
that was founded by Heleno. 

iliriano
Belonging to a humanoid species native to the Delphic Expanse.  Their original settlement was located in the Vaultera
Nebula.  Belonging to the Ilyria tribe.  They were skilled practitioners of genetic engineering.  They are part of Star Trek
or Star Trek.  The Illyrians changed their physiognomy and adapted to the conditions of each planet they arrived on,
where they formed new colonies. 

ilitia
In Greek mythology she was a daughter of Zeus and Hera.  She was the goddess of births, the pains of childbirth and
midwives. 

ilíaco
It is the name of a bone, also called hip.  It is the same hip, hip bone.  It also means relative to the ileum, final part of the
small intestine.

ilícito
It means that it is not permitted by law, there is no authorization or permission to do so.  Illegal, clandestine, criminal,
offence.  An action that violates the law.

illyrian
It means Iliarian, who is from Illyria or who belongs to or relates to it.  Illyria was the name of an ancient region of the
Balkans and in some texts, a region of Northern Macedonia.  It was made up of several different tribes.  Although
Illiarian is a star in the constellation Leo Minor, there is an asteroid named 1160 Illyria. 

ilmatar
Name of a goddess who made Finnish mythology .  It was also called Luonnotar.  Name of an asteroid . 

ilo
Is the name of a city and a province in Peru; the city is the capital of the province of the same name.  It is in the Region
of Moquegua.  There is also a river of the same name in the same region.

iloca
It is the name of a small coastal town in Chile, in the Province of Curicó , Maule Region.  It is a very important seaside
resort and fishing village. 

ilógicas
It means meaningless, crazy, irrational, crazy, absurd.



iluminatis
Illuminati is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Illuminati" being its meaning:<br>The order of the Illuminati (
Illuminatenorden in the original German, compound derived from the latin illuminati, illuminated, and order ) It is the
name given to several groups. Historically refers to the Organization Illuminati of Bavaria, a secret society at the time of
the Enlightenment, founded may 1, 1776 and was financed by the German banker Mayer Amschel Bauer founder of
dynasty Rothschild, which expressed opposition to religious influence, abuse of State power and supported the
education of women and equality between the sexes. With the support of the Catholic Church, the Government of
Bavaria banned the Organization of the Illuminati ( together with other secret societies ) and it disbanded in 1785. In the
following years, the Group was reviled by critics, who claim that the members of the Illuminati of Bavaria regrouped are
and were responsible for the French Revolution.

iluvial
illuvial is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Aluvial" being its meaning:<br>I think that the illuvial Word is
misspelled. It must be alluvial. If so, refers to soils which are transported by water currents and deposited is its banks.
They contain much organic matter and are very fertile.

iluvial
illuvial is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Aluvial" being its meaning:<br>I think that the illuvial Word is
misspelled. It must be alluvial. If so, refers to soils which are transported by water currents and deposited is its banks.
They contain much organic matter and are very fertile.

ima
In Medicine and especially in Cardiology it is the abbreviation used for Acute Myocardial Infarction.  Heart Attack.  IAM
can also be used in Spanish.  In biology and entomology, it is a genus of beetles.  In the Pijao language, it means land,
territory. 

imagenes
images is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Images" being its meaning:<br>Representation of some thing or
a person, through photographs, albums, graphics, illustrations and videos.  If it is a person's can be graphics, a statue or
a video.  Pictures, paintings or Holy cards.

imagenes de personas con cuerpobraquitipo
images of people with cuerpobraquitipo is incorrectly written and should be written as "body braquitipo" being its
meaning:<br>Braquitipo or Braquitipo body means having limbs ( arms and legs ) very short, compared to the trunk.

imai
It is one of the names of a star in the Southern Cross constellation (Cux).  It is also referred to by astronomers as Delta
Crucis, Delta Cru or HD 106490.  Imai, is also a surname of Japanese origin. 

imanes
Magnet Plural .  Magnetized stone.  Stone that has the property to attract iron.  It is also the name given to certain Sunni
Muslim religious. 

imán
Metallic part that has the property to attract iron.   Rock or magnetized piece.  In Arabic you mean boss, guide, director. 
Title given to a Muslim religious. 



imbacion
imbacion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Invasion" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is invasion. It
is a word derived from invading. It means occupation, conquest. Attack, penetrate, break, capture. Flood fill, saturate,
dominate, seize.

imbofido
The correct term is iphophido.  It is a pejorative term used in Mexico, it means stupid, idiotic, stupid, zopenco, silly.

imbuido
It means immersed, absorbed, infected, persuaded, drenched, inspired, meddled.  It is an infused inflection that means
inspiring, instilling, infusing, infecting, infiltrating, persuading, soaking.

imbuir
It means instilling inspire, influence, infuse, spreading, infiltrating, convince.

imbunche
imbunche is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Invunche, Imbunche" being its meaning:<br>It is correct
invunche or imbunche.  It is a word in the mapuche language meaning deformed, Monster.

imcompatible
The correct term is incompatible with n .  It means that it is not compatible, it does not harmonize or combine.  It has no
similarity, which is neither similar nor chord.  It means antagonistic, opposite, opposite, dissenting, discordant.

imelda
Imelda is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Imelda; own name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a woman's
name, used in Spanish language and Italian. Battle or battle celestial means great. It is of Germanic origin. Imelda is the
name of characters appearing in musical works of Giuseppe Verdi, Gaetano Donizetti.

imeología
It is a description or explanation, usual routes or boundaries using images or graphics.  Plans, maps.  It is a term used in
engineering.

imo
It is a suffix used to form ordinal numbers. It means order, place, position.

imp
It is a term of German origin, mean little devil, demon, fairy, GNOME, Goblin.  They are small popular demons who
appear in the folklore of every culture.

impace
impace is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Impasse" being its meaning:<br>Impasse is a synonym of
setback, deadlock, dead end output, hurdle, difficulty. A word of French origin is that is a gallicism, but it is already
accepted by the RAE.



impacientase
I believe that the correct word is to get impatient. It means losing patience, panicking, losing his sanity. It is synonymous
with anxious, urged, restless, nervous, restless, desasosegado, altered, expectant.

impar
You mean non.  It doesn't have par, it's not paired.

imparajitable
It is a word often used in Colombia (is considered a colombianismo).  Means inevitable, that you can not miss, without
fail, irreplaceable, safe, clear, fixed, certain, infallible, firm.

impase
Impas or impas , are valid adaptations of impasse galicism.  It means setback, obstacle, dead end.  It can also be used
to mean waiting time.  Silence, short interruption, short stop in time, stop.

impávido
It means quiet, calm, serene.  That he is not fearful or impacted by danger.  Undaunted.

impecable
In Colombia it also means correct Immaculate, neat, very clean, without stain or impurity.  Flawless, flawless, perfect,
elegant.

impecables
It means clean, pure, perfect, spotless, virtuous, irreproachable, neat, pristine, correct.  It is the plural of impeccable. 
Without sin, without blemish.

impedimiento
It means hindrance, obstacle, inconvenience, difficulty, brake, veto, obstacle, obstacle.  Action and effect of preventing,
which means hindering, hindering, braking. 

impeler
In Colombia means give shoving, coiling, boost, throw, push, propel, launch, propel, run, force, force, incite.

impeliendonos
impeliendonos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Impeliéndo us" being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of
impel. Means push start, incite, encourage, cheer. It also means rejecting force against, set aside, separate.

imperativos
Plural imperative.  It means ordering, that it requires.  Forced, imperious, authoritarian, essential, essential, necessary,
dominant, categorical.

impercibible
It means that you do not notice, that it is not perceived, that you do not notice.  Mimetized, disguised, ignored,
unnoticed, imperceptible.



imperdurable
Having a purpose, that it tends to run out or die, mortal, perishable.

imperial
Relative to the Empire or Emperor. System of Government ruled by an emperor.

impericia
It means that it has no expertise.  That it lacks the skills needed to manage or operate a machine or device.  That it
lacks the necessary experience.   Clumsiness, incompetence, inexperience, hazing.

impericial
It means that it has the quality of inexperienced.  Without expertise, experience or knowledge.  Showing inexperience or
that it is unknown how to operate something.

imperio
Territory where the Authority exercise it the emperor.   Territory where an emperor rules.  It is usually by successional
order and a certain noble family.

imperio maurya
Name received by India's first great unified empire.  Name of the dynasty that ruled there for 135 years.  Its capital was
Pataliputra and sheltered territories from present-day Pakistan and Afghanistan, as well as central and northern India.  .

imperiofobia
imperiofobia is incorrectly written and should be written as "Imperiofobia or imperofobia" being its meaning:<br>It seems
to me that it was better to have used Imperofobia ( from the Latin words Imperium or impero and phobia ) all forms
means hatred for the Empire. After analyzing the cases of Rome, Russia and United States, compared with the Spanish,
Maria Elvira rock Barea rushes with rigor in this volume the question of delimiting the ideas of Empire, black legend and
imperiofobia. The book Imperiofobia and the black legend.

impertérrita
It means that it is not affected by terror, quiet, clamored, leisurely.  He's not afraid.  It means unperturbable, that it is not
easy to alter it, unalterable, calm, cold, phlegmatic, immutable, unmoved.  impassive. 

impertérrito
It means unperturbed, that it is not easy to alter it, unalterable, calm, cold, phlegmatic, immutable, unmoved.  Impassive.

imperticia
It means ignorance, ignorance, lack of experience or lack of ability.  It is considered antonym of expertise.  Inability, lack
of expertise. 

impertinencia
Annoyance or annoyance caused by a fact or something that is said inopportunely.  Devoidness, inconvenience,
insolence. 



impertinente
He acts when he shouldn't.  Person who lacks discretion.  Reckless, foolish, unwelcome.  Meddling, gossipy, snooping,
talkative, 

imperturbada
It means that it has not been affected or disturbed, that it has not suffered the effects or consequences of something. 
No alarm, alteration or confusion.  Unchanged.

impetigo
The correct term is impetigo, always with tilde.  It is a term used in medicine and that designates a skin disease that is
characterized by the appearance of blisters on the skin, either isolated or grouped.  It is usually of bacterial origin. 

impetración
Action and effect of impetrar, which means to ask, to beg, to request, to implore, to plead.  It means supplication, plea,
petition, request. 

impetrar
It means honoring, blessing, consecrating, begging, begging, asking, imploding. 

impetuosidad
It means vehemence, intensity, liveliness, emphasis, accent.  Highlight, give greater intensity or importance. 
Fierceness, exaltation, impulse, passion.  

impetuoso
A person who is carried by the impulses.  That is imposed by the dash or strength.  It means strong, passionate,
passionate, spirited, irrepressible, hasty, imprudent, reckless, sudden, violent.

impétigo
Skin disease common, severe and difficult to cure.  Eczema, eruption.  Often co-exist with mange or scabies.  It may
occur mostly in infants and because of shortcomings in toilet.

impidicicia
impidicicia is incorrectly written and should be written as "Impudicizia ( Italian ) impudence ( 41 Spanish;." being its
meaning:<br>The correct term is impudicizia. It is a Word from the Italian language. Means impudence, dishonesty,
shamelessness, cynicism, indecency, lewdness, brash, unclean, reckless, licentious, libertine, obscene, lustful.

impío
It means that it has no mercy and that it does or does not practice religious precepts, unbeliever, descreido, atheist,
irreligious, profane, pagano, apostate, Heretic, ruthless.

implacable
It means it can't be placated or calmed.  That cannot be contained or smoothed.  Strict, severe, rigid, rigorous, inflexible,
hard.  It can also mean bloodthirsty, vindictive, hard, ruthless.



implantada
It is an inflection of implant.  It means imposing, insert, insert, embed.  It also instituted, to create, to establish.  It can
mean a surgical procedure or the establishment of a new standard.

implantes
It means something that is artificially introduced into a tissue or body.  Something that is embedded, installed or
transplanted in a forced or artificial way.  Foreign bodies or tissues that are installed in a body for aesthetic or
reconstructive purposes.  Artificial breasts or buttocks.

implicado
It means guilty or responsible for an action.  Engaged, involved, wrapped.

implume
It means that it lacks a feather, juvenile or immature bird that does not yet have feathers.  Immature, novice,
inexperienced.  Chicken that only begins to have cannons. 

impoeta
impoeta is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Matter" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is matter. It is a
turning point of import. That is in the interest of who speaks, that it matters.

impoloca
I think that pretending to ask for pristine. It means clean, without stain, no pollution, no pollution, pure.

imponderable
It means that it exceeds all consideration.  It also means setback.  obstacle, unforeseen or fortuitous event.  That
happens unexpectedly, that cannot be avoided and that has consequences that cannot be assessed or specified. 
Priceless, priceless, odd, perfect. 

imponencias
It refers to something that is imposed, that is obligatory to comply. Obligations, conditions, impositions, mandates,
commandments, orders.

imponentes
It means awesome, colossal, great, grandiose, formidable.  It means it's overwhelming, it's very noticeable and it sticks
out, eye-catching.

imponer
It means to oblige, to charge, to force, to coerce, to demand. 

impopular
That it is not accepted by the people.  That it is not pleasing to the people or the community.  Discredited, discredited,
hated, repudiated. 

impopularidad



It means discredit, discredit, antipathy, repudiation, hatred, rejection.  Feeling of rejection that the community or the
people have against someone. 

importar
It means to be worth, to cost.  Put a price on something, value.  It also means bringing goods from another place or from
another country.  bring. 

importarunpepino
The complete and correct expression is "I mind a cucumber".  In Colombia, you want to say that I don't mind nothing,
has me carelessly.  It is the same thing "I care a hell".  Irrelevant, insignificant, inane, trivial, trivial, harmless, vain, futile.

importe
It means price or value.  Money or amount paid for the acquisition of something. 

importunar
It means annoying, annoying, uncomfortable, irritating, disturbing.  Making someone feel bad or uncomfortable. 

importunarte
It is an inflection of importuning.  Mean bother, bother, annoy, irritate.

impositivos
It means imposing, of obligation, imposed, that it requires.  Concerning public taxes.

impostada
Imposing inflection.  In Music is to control the level and intensity of the voice to be able to emit a uniform sound and in its
fullness, without hesitation or tremor.  Broadcast a paused, clear and serene voice.  Regulated , controlled .

impreparado
In Colombia it means lack of preparation, without sufficient training or knowledge to practice a profession or profession. 
He lacks learning.  Rookie, bisoño, inexperienced, apprentice, neophyte, beginner, doughnut.

imprescindibles
You mean very necessary.  That they can't miss.  Plural of indispensable.  Essential, inescapable, indispensable, forced,
obligatory, vital, irreplaceable.

impretatoria
impretatoria is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Interpretatoria" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
interpretatoria.  It means the way how a law or a rule should be interpreted.  Way of analyzing, deducing or decipher any
text.

imprevistos
It is the name of a budget game that is set to any project to run, to meet unscheduled expenses.  It usually amounts to
5% of the total cost of the project.  It means not programmed, casual, surprising, unexpected, sudden, untimely, sudden.



improlijo
It means careless, without care, without care.

improperio
Dissonant, profane and aggressive word used against a person.  Insult, rudeness, denuesto, insult, slander, insult,
offense, outrage, aggression.

imprudente
It means it lacks prudence.  Person who lacks discretion.  Impertinent, foolish, unwelcome.  Meddling, gossipy,
snooping, talkative. 

imprudentes
People who lack of prudence, without trial, without common sense.  Foolish, desjuiciado, unbalanced, reckless.

impudicia
It means to lack modesty, not to have or feel modesty, not to have decency or shame.  Shamelessness, indecency,
immorality, impudence. 

impuestazo
" 34 tax hike; is the name given in Bolivia in 2003 to the Government decision of decreeing a general trimming of
salaries, what people interpreted as an aberrant way of Government " charged " advance a tax equivalent to what each
worker would earn. It was clearly interpreted as a disproportionate tax.

impugnar
It means the nullity of any decision, for reasons of illegality, injustice or fraudulence, also because they did not have due
process or not to have followed the necessary and required procedures.  It means rejecting the validity of an assertion,
idea or argument by reason or proof.  Rebut, disprove, contradict, censor.

impulsada
It means that she already took momentum. It is an inflection of boost. It means push, propel, impel, force, throwing,
stimulate, promote, promote, promote.

impulsador
It means that it drives or promotes.  In Colombia it is the person who in the shopping centers or chain warehouses offers
tastings or promotions of new products in the market, with the intention of retaining future buyers.

impulso embestida
They are synonymous with nudge, nudge, jerk, initiative.

impunidad
It means unpunished crime.  Crime or crime without sanction.  Etymologically means without penalizing.


